The Perfect Ram

1. Must be willing to make personal sacrifices for the good of the team
2. Must take advantage of every opportunity to become the best you can be
3. Must respect, listen to, and trust coaching staff
4. Must give maximum effort, focus, and concentration both on and off the floor
5. Must recognize personal weaknesses and make an effort to improve
6. Must be a good teammate who brings out the best in others
7. Must display good sportsmanship—including controlling emotions, keeping mouths shut, showing no facial expressions or body language
8. Must be a quality student and person on and off the floor
9. Must have a positive attitude toward coaches, teammates, and refs
10. Must be committed to and passionate about basketball
11. Must be willing to accept the role the team needs filled
12. Must love to compete and be willing to do extra to be successful
13. Must listen carefully and never be told something twice
14. Must always build up “the family”, and never tear it down
15. Must accept responsibility for own mistakes without making excuses, blaming others, or losing self-control

If we can find one “Perfect Ram,” we will have a leader.
If we can find a few “Perfect Rams,” we will be pretty good.
If we can find a team of “Perfect Rams,” we will be playing in March.